The ancients recognized the importance of moon and
starlight in keeping our minds and bodies
in balance.

Modern lifestyles do not give us sufficient exposure
to the beneficial spectrums of moon light.

Imagine
capturing concentrated light from the moon and stars
for your personal use.

Interstallar Light Applications presents

Experience the benefits of
concentrated moonlight

Moonlight
Collector™

Reconnect • Rebalance • Rejuvenate • Immune Support • Relaxation • Vigor

Many people think that
moonlight is just reflected
sunlight. “Moonlight has
optical properties that differ
from sunlight.”

“With the touch of a button, you can align
yourself with the light of the universe.”
– Richard Chapin, Inventor

– Dr. Corinne Davies PH.D.
Molecular Biologist

It began as a quest to save the life of a friend and grew into a project
that encompassed scientists, engineers, researchers, universities, doctors,
naturopaths, intuitive healers and historians. It ended with a patent and
the Personal Moonlight Collector. Now you can experience the benefits of
moonlight therapy for yourself.
The Moonlight Collector is made up of 84 individually
handcrafted precision mirrors in a parabolic frame.
This frame is attached to a lightweight tubular
steel structure with a remote controlled
telescope motor. This creates a heavenly
concentrated beam of light illuminating
your face or any part of your body
that you choose.

Reconnect
Rebalance
Rejuvenate

“When you are in concentrated
moonlight there is a feeling of
euphoria, lightness…I find I
have extra energy afterwards.”
– Dr. Claude Swanson PH.D.
Physics Princeton University

Immune Support
Relaxation
Vigor

“I feel a wave of soothing….gentle energy
that definitely has a healing quality.”
– Dr. Lance Morris M.D.
Natropathic Physician

“Every cell in the body has a receptor site on it
for light… The natural light (moonlight)
has a calming effect.”
– Dr. David W. Shiflet D.C.

“For many people, in their own words,
the light is amazing and miraculous.”

Monica
Chapin
Moonlight Collector™ reflecting concentrated moonlight.

Concentrated Moonlight on face.

– Jennie Villegas R.N.

“All the ancient sites; temples, great pyramids always have rituals
of the full moon…maybe it’s time we know about it too.”
Moonlight Collector™ shown above extended to 5 ft tall. Width: 42”, Height: adjustable to 5’,
Weight: 75 lbs (three 25lb sections that easily assemble). I
ncludes instructions, cover and wheels.

– Lynn Gardner
Intuitive Counselor

Moonlight Collector™
Experience the benefits of concentrated moonlight.

US Patent 7338178B2
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“I never want to leave this place.” (after being in the concentrated moonlight)
– Dr. Masaru Emoto
Author of Messages from Water and featured in the movie What the Bleep Do We Know

To Learn More or to Purchase, Please Contact
info@amazingmoonlight.com • www.amazingmoonlight.com • 855-770-7827

